Vivreau invented the premium local water category.
Our systems help businesses meet their objectives in:

Cost Savings

Environmental
Sustainability

Corporate Offices

Airport Lounges

VIP & Executive Lounges

Financial Institutions

”

Educational Facilities
Health &
Wellness

Hotels & Conference Centers

Brand Building

We’re saving in excess of 1 million single use water bottles
per year by switching to Vivreau systems, and our guests
appreciate the great tasting complimentary water, as well
as the fact that it is locally sourced.
Chira Pagidi
Atlantis Casino’s Corporate Director of Food and Beve

Hospitality

Custom Designer Bottles

Showcase your logo and environmental message on
these eye-catching, proprietary bottles.
Manufactured with high grade commercial glass, they
are extremely durable and reusable for many years.

VIVREAU AT A GLANCE
We give you the assurance that you are providing the safest, highest quality,
and most reliable hydration to your guests. Vivreau uses a sub-micron
activated carbon block filter in all of our water filtering systems.

Vi Tap Dispenser

Countertop Bottler

The award winning signature system in our portfolio.

The countertop range of bottlers offers significant output
of chilled still and sparkling water, with a small footprint.

Elegant, polished chrome dispenser of chilled still, sparkling
and/or hot water at the touch of button.
Recommended use: VIP lounge, office pantry, break room
or high-end hospitality environment
Average output capacity:
80L/hr of chilled still or sparkling water
11L (48 cups)/hr of hot water

Recommended use: Corporate catering, office pantry,
corporate kitchens and lounge areas
Average output capacity:
80L/hr of chilled still or sparkling water
Sleek cobra-style dispensing taps can
be separated from main unit to limit
visible equipment.

High Volume Bottler

Natural Flavor Collection

This high volume water bottling system dispenses advanced

Our Natural Flavor Collection provides a health-minded
alternative to sugary sodas and expensive fruit infused
service. The carefully curated selection of flavors is
intended to provide a quick, tasty boost to chilled
sparkling or still Vivreau water.

micro filtered chilled still and sparkling water and is designed
for higher traffic locations and rapid bottle fills.
Recommended use: Conference centers, banquet and
meeting facilities, restaurants, hotels
Average output capacity:
200L/hr of chilled still or sparkling water

?

This filter allows over 99.9% of contaminants to be removed, while leaving
the healthy minerals intact. Just right for a perfect glass of sparkling water!

Free sample kit
available to order

All Vivreau products are Intertek and NSF Certified.
Along with being harmful to the environment, did you know there is
NO REGULATION of what goes into a traditional bottled water?
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